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CHANGE SPEED AND DURATION OF CLIPS 
 
What is speed? 

Changing clip speed omits or repeats the source frames during playback, making the clip play faster or                 
slower. You can use frame blending to smooth the appearance of a speed effect that changes the time or                   
frame rate of a clip. To enable frame blending, choose Clip > Video Options > Frame Blend.  
 
What is duration? 

The duration of a clip is the length of time it takes to play from the In point to the Out point. You can set a 
duration for video or audio clips, letting them speed up or slow down to fill the duration. You can do the 
same for still-image clips, but without the changes in speed. 

Why would I need to change speed and duration of clips? 

You typically change the speed and duration of clips either for technical reasons or for aesthetic reasons.                 
Aesthetic reasons include creating a fast-motion effect (speed is over 100 percent) or a slow-motion effect                
(speed is under 100 percent). 

Change speed and duration for one or more clips 

You can change the speed and duration for one or more clips at a time. Premiere Pro offers several ways                    
to modify the speed and duration of clips. You can use the Speed/Duration command, the Rate Stretch                 
tool, or the Time Remapping feature. 

1. In the Timeline panel or Project panel, select one or more clips. Ctrl-click (Windows) or               
Command-click (Mac OS) clips to select a non-contiguous group of clips in the Project panel.  

2. Choose Clip > Speed/Duration or right-click over a selected clip and choose Speed/Duration. Do              
any of the following: 

 
● To change the duration without changing the speed of the selected clips, click the gang button so                 

that it shows a broken link. Unganging also allows you to change the speed without changing the                 
duration. 

● To play the clips backward, check Reverse Speed. 
● To keep the audio at its current pitch while the speed or duration changes, check Maintain Audio                 

Pitch. 

 
3. Click OK. 
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